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Review
Glossary

Antisense RNA: sense RNA is expressed from the coding strand of DNA (the

sense strand). RNA expressed from the complementary strand (the antisense

strand) is collectively termed antisense RNA.

Epigenetics and chromatin modification: epigenetics studies heritable DNA

traits other than sequence differences that are linked to phenotypic changes,

especially in cellular and organismal development. Chromatin-mediated

control of gene expression can be influenced by chemical modifications (e.g.

methylation and acetylation). Epigenetic studies often analyse chromatin-

modification patterns to investigate which genes are active in specific cell

types.

Heterogeneous ribonucleoproteins particles (hnRNPs): complexes of newly

synthesized mRNA bound to specific proteins (including protein K and

polypyrimidine-tract-binding protein [PTB]). The presence of these proteins

prevents export of the unprocessed mRNA to the cytoplasm before splicing.

Long ncRNAs: typically, these are RNAs longer than 200 nt with no protein-

coding capacity. Many long ncRNAs are involved in gene regulation and

chromatin regulation.

RNA editing: a process by which RNAs are chemically modified within the cell.

This can result in either a change the protein coding of a sequence or to

introduce a frameshift mutation or a premature stop codon. One example is

adenosine to inosine (A to I) RNA editing. Another example is uracil insertion

or deletion as found in kinetoplastid protist mitochondria.

Small nuclear RNAs (snRNAs): the Lsm class of small nuclear RNAs comprises

the U6 and U6atac snRNA. They are transcribed by RNA Pol III and do not

undergo a cytoplasmic assembly step. The Sm class of small nuclear RNAs are

the U1, U2, U4, U5, U11, U12, U4atac snRNAs. They are transcribed by RNA Pol

II, and biogenesis involves a cytoplasmic stage before re-import to the nucleus.

Small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs): these RNAs guide methylation and

pseudouridylation of pre-rRNAs. Subclasses include H/ACA snoRNAs: (contain

H box and ACA box motifs), C-box snoRNAs (contain C box and D box motifs)

and ScaRNAs (modify snRNAs).

Small regulatory RNAs: microRNAs (miRNAs; typically 21–23 nt) are single-

stranded RNAs involved in gene expression by base pairing to specific mRNAs.

Piwi-interacting RNAs (piRNAs; 27–30 nt) interact with Piwi proteins for

chromatin regulation and transposon silencing. Small interfering or silencing

RNAs (siRNAs; 20–25 nt) are double-stranded RNAs that use the RNA

interference pathway to regulate a specific gene containing a complementary

sequence.

Trans-splicing: in contrast to cis-splicing (where exons within the same mRNA

transcript are spliced together), SL-trans-splicing (a more accurate name for

this type of splicing in eukaryotes) trims the 50 ends of mRNA transcripts and

replaces them with the SL-leader RNA (100nt sn-type RNA). SL-trans-splicing is

observed in nematodes, flatworms, cnidarians, ascidians, rotifers and
Eukaryotes express many functional non-protein-coding
RNAs (ncRNAs) that participate in the processing and
regulation of other RNA molecules. By focusing on con-
nections between RNA-based processes, common pat-
terns emerge that form a network-like RNA
infrastructure. Owing to the intracellular movement of
RNA during its processing (both between nuclear com-
partments and between the nucleus and cytoplasm), the
RNA infrastructure contains both spatial and temporal
connections. As research moves away from being
protein-centric and focuses more on genomics, it is
timely to explore these often ‘hidden’ aspects of the
eukaryotic cell. The general and ancestral nature of most
basic RNA-processing steps places a new focus on the
generality of the spatial and temporal steps in RNA
processing.

Eukaryotic RNA processing forms a network
Cell biologists are comfortable with the knowledge that
many functional RNAs are required in getting from DNA
sequences to proteins. This modern RNA world, as we
know it, involves many non-protein-coding RNA
(ncRNA)-based macromolecules, which process and
regulate other RNA molecules via cleavage, nucleotide
modification, transcription and destruction. Eukaryotic
RNA biology represents not simply a linear progression
of events, but rather forms a network of processes inte-
grated over space and time, which we term the RNA
infrastructure. The sheer volume of information concern-
ing each RNA-processing step can obscure the overall
picture of RNA biology, making it difficult to recognize
important connections. As our understanding of the
dynamic nature of the cellular environment increases, it
can also be difficult to discern where one process ends and
another begins.

Numerous subtypes of ncRNAs participate in the RNA
infrastructure, including rRNA, mRNA, tRNA, small
nuclear RNA (snRNA; see Glossary), snoRNA (small
nucleolar RNA), several classes of regulatory RNAs
involved in RNA interference (RNAi) and many long
ncRNAs. These subtypes and their associated processes
are covered by several reviews (including Refs [1,2]); there-
fore, instead of a detailed summary of each process, we aim
to convey an overall basic model of how different ncRNAs
are linked within the framework of the eukaryotic RNA
infrastructure (Figure 1). We address threemain points: (i)
RNAs are processed and regulated by other RNAs (usually
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in conjunction with proteins); (ii) a network of interactions
exists between classes of RNA; and (iii) it is now necessary
to understand which RNA processes are ancestral to all
modern eukaryotes and which classes evolved only later
within eukaryotes. An understanding of these three points
provides an integrated overview of RNA processing and
regulation in eukaryotes.

Expanding the RNA-processing cascade
A good example of howRNA processes are connected comes
from examining transcription-to-translation processes
that form an RNA-processing cascade [3]. The processing
of the three core RNAs (mRNA, tRNA and rRNA) includes
euglenozoans (for which it is the predominant form of splicing).
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Figure 1. The eukaryotic RNA infrastructure. Although many RNA-processing reactions are linked between transcription and translation, current studies enable us to expand

these linkages to include RNA-regulation and feedback processes in an RNA-infrastructure network. (a) A generalized RNA-processing cascade (adapted, with permission, from

Ref. [3]) showing ncRNA-based processing from transcription to translation, concentrating on the RNA-based processing of mRNA, rRNA and tRNA transcripts. This depicts only

the central section of the overall RNA-infrastructure network shown in (b), where these RNA processes are shown in relation to the nucleus and cytoplasm. We expect that this

generic model will differ in detail between eukaryotic lineages; however, the overall concept will largely apply to all eukaryotes. Colour code: blue, transcribed RNAs; red,

processing ncRNAs; green, processed transcripts; blue text, cellular compartments; green text, major groupings of reactions. Red dashed arrows indicate that processes within

each group interact in either direction. Solid arrows indicate directional processing. *MRP RNA is transcribed by Pol III in humans but by Pol II in S. cerevisiae.
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RNA-basedmechanisms of RNA excision andmodification:
rRNA byRNaseMRP and snoRNAs; tRNA byRNaseP; and
mRNAs by the snRNAs present within the spliceosome. By
examining the connections between these processes in
greater detail, a recurring trend of RNAs processing other
RNAs emerges (Figure 1a).

mRNA processing

During splicing, mRNA interacts with the spliceosome, a
massive complex comprising five snRNAs and �200
proteins [4]. Each of the five snRNAs binds specific
proteins to form small nuclear ribonucleoprotein
(snRNP) complexes that interact both with pre-mRNA
and with each other during each splicing cycle. More-
over, increasing evidence indicates that snRNAs carry
out the actual cleavage reactions [5], rather than merely
participating in splice-site recognition, thus increasing
the similarity of mRNA processing with that of tRNA
and rRNA. mRNA splicing affects the processing of other
RNAs; for example, in vertebrates most snoRNAs
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(involved in rRNA modification) occur in introns and are
therefore released during splicing.

Tight links exist between different mRNA machi-
neries. In humans, transcription by RNA polymerase
(Pol) II and mRNA splicing occur in close proximity [6]
and this coupling might protect the newly synthesized
mRNA from degradation [7] before transcription termin-
ation [8,9]. mRNA 30-end cleavage and polyadenylation is
promoted by the U2 small nuclear RNA auxiliary factor
U2AF65 (for a review, see Ref. [10]), a protein that has a
prominent role in U2 snRNP-associated splicing
and recognizes the polypyrimidine tract early in spliceo-
some assembly [10]. In addition, cleavage factor I (CF-Im)
physically links the splicing of the terminal intron
and polyadenylation by interacting with U2 small
nuclear riboprotein auxiliary factor (U2AF, comprising
U2AF65 + U2AF35), poly(A) polymerase (PAP) and fac-
tor interacting with PAP (hFip1). Recent literature
has revealed many additional linkages between
Table 1. Dynamic eukaryotic cellular compartments and associate

Compartment N or Cb General information

Nucleolus N rRNA repeats form nucleolar organizing sites

that become nucleoli

Cajal bodies N Can switch from moving freely between

chromatin to being tethered. Often associated

with, or are even engulfed in nucleoli

Coilin is used as a marker protein

Gemini of Cajal

bodies (Gems)

N Often found paired or juxtaposed to Cajal bodies.

SMN is used as a marker protein, but it can also

be found in the nucleoplasm.

Speckles N Contain a high concentration of splicing

components and polyA+RNA

Also called SC35 or spliceosomal factor

compartments

Paraspeckles are distinct from speckles but are

often found adjacent to them in the

interchromatin nucleoplasmic space

Spliceosomes N An RNA- and protein-containing complex

that forms around an intron, cleaves it at

specific sites and then ligates the exons to

form mature mRNA

Stress granules

(SGs)

C Rapidly induce mRNA translation following

environmental stress

Not found in S. cerevisiae, but similar

structures are observed in S. pombe

Processing

bodies

(P-bodies)

C Spheroid particles that increase in size and

number in response to stress. They contain the

50 ! 30 mRNA decay machinery of the NMD

pathway and the RNA-induced silencing

complex

Nuclear

exosome

N Consists of a core of nine polypeptides and

several other exosome-associated proteins.

Found in prokaryotes and eukaryotes

Cytoplasmic

exosome

C Cytoplasmic and nuclear exosomes share ten

common proteins but differ in the presence

of others

Involved in nonsense-mediated decay (degrades

mRNAs with premature stop codons), non-stop

decay (degrades mRNAs lacking a stop codon)

and no-go decay (degrades 50 fragments of mRN

on which translation has stalled)
aNot all compartments are found in all eukaryotic species.
bAbbreviations: C, cytoplasmic; N, nuclear.
cDuring snoRNA biogenesis, the original m7G-cap is modified to a TMG cap in the Caj

cytoplasm.
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transcription, 50 capping, splicing, termination and
polyadenylation.

Splicing also influences downstream mRNA processes
including RNA localization, translational yield and mRNA
decay [11]. The exon junction complex (EJC), a set of
proteins deposited on the 50 end of the exon during splicing
[12], remains bound to the spliced mRNA as it is exported
to the cytoplasm and interacts transiently with factors that
connect themRNA to downstreamRNA processing [13,14].
This complex provides a major link between mRNA spli-
cing and mRNA export and has a potential role in limiting
RNA degradation. The EJC also contains several proteins
involved in nonsense-mediated decay (NMD) of mRNA
transcripts that are incorrectly spliced or terminated.
Thus, the EJC identifies the previous location of introns
in the processed transcript [11] and therefore enables
detection of incorrect splicing events. Subsequent mRNA
decay (by NMD) thus prevents translation of any such
aberrant proteins.
d RNA-processing functionsa

Main RNA-processing functions Refs

rRNA transcription and processing, U6 snRNA

methylation and pseudouridylation, tRNA processing by

RNase P

[70]

Pol II transcription of Sm-class snRNAs, TMG-cap

modification of pre-snoRNAsc, site of action for scaRNAs

(a class of snoRNA that modifies snRNAs),

hypermethylation of telomerase RNA (teRNA), recycling

of tri-snRNPs, accumulation of mature snRNPs

[71,72]

snRNP assembly [27,73]

Splicing-factor storage [74,75]

Recognition of splice sites, mRNA splicing,

EJC deposition upon mRNA

[4,8,53]

mRNA storage in the cytoplasm [44,47]

mRNA storage and decay [44,45]

30 processing of precursor 5.8S rRNA and snoRNAs; U1,

U4 and U5 30 processing, degradation of aberrant pre-

RNAs

[76]

30 turnover of normal mRNAs, decay of aberrant RNAs

before translation, degradation of mRNAs containing

specific A +T-rich sequences

[76]

A

al body compared with Sm-class snRNA biogenesis, where this takes place in the
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rRNA processing

The 18S, 5.8S and 28S rRNA transcripts are generated by
RNA Pol I in the nucleolus, where they also undergo early
processing reactions. Extensive modification of the pre-
rRNAs includes ribose 20 hydroxyl group methylation
(guided by C/D box snoRNAs) and uracil to pseudouridine
conversion (guided by H/ACA snoRNAs) [15]. The strong
network of interactions in the RNA infrastructure is quite
apparent in vertebrates because the snoRNAs are mostly
found within introns. However, yeast models (primarily
Saccharomyces cerevisiae) traditionally have been used for
unravelling the complex biogenesis of ribosomes, and
recent studies link Pol-I-mediated rRNA transcription to
downstream rRNA processing and maturation. Pol I,
elongation factors and rRNA sequence elements seem to
optimize transcription elongation and coordinate inter-
actions (including those with snoRNAs) with the pre-rRNA
for correct rRNAprocessing and ribosome assembly [16]. In
addition, a recent study indicates that ribosomal protein
production and pre-rRNA processing are linked by the
CURI complex (named for the proteins contained within
it, casein kinase 2 subunit [Ckb2]–U3 snRNA-associated
protein 22, b[Utp22]–RRNA-processing protein 7 [Rrp7]–
RRNA-processing protein 3 [Ifh1, also known as Rrp3]).
This complex also associates with two transcription fac-
tors, repressor-activator protein 1 (Rap1) and forkhead-
like protein 1 (Fhl1), in addition to having the already
mentioned transcription factor, Ifh1, within the complex
[17]. The crucial point here is that rRNA processing pro-
vides feedback from the later stages of processing to the
transcription process that began it.

tRNA processing

tRNAs show similar patterns of transcription, excision by a
ribozyme (RNase P), base modification and (sometimes)
splicing. They are transcribed by Pol III and subsequently
undergo several processing steps including the removal of
the 50-leader and 30-trailing sequences, addition of CCA,
base modifications and (in some species) intron removal
(for a review, see Ref. [18]). Studies of tRNA maturation in
S. cerevisiae indicate that, after nuclear processing events,
tRNA is transported to the cytoplasm for splicing and
completion of maturation [19]. Moreover, a close relation-
ship exists between tRNA 50 processing and tRNA splicing
[20]. In addition, in yeast, tRNA intracellular movement is
bidirectional; mature tRNAs can shuttle between the
nucleus and the cytoplasm in both directions [19]. How-
ever, in vertebrates, tRNAs are spliced in the nucleus and
not in the cytoplasm, thus highlighting variations in the
spatial regulation of tRNA maturation between lineages.

Intra-cellular transport in the RNA infrastructure
Recent findings have shed new light not only on RNA
processing in general but also on the spatial location of
the different processing steps and howRNAsmove through
nuclear bodies (e.g. Cajal bodies, Gemini of Cajal bodies
[Gems] and nucleoli) and, sometimes, into cytoplasmic
bodies (e.g. P-bodies and RNA granules) (Table 1). This
RNA movement is precise and coordinated with the differ-
ent steps in RNA processing. Hence, the RNA infrastruc-
ture is networked through the movement of RNPs during
their cycles of biogenesis, maturation, catalysis and degra-
dation [21,22]. Indeed, RNA movement between sub-com-
partments is a general mechanism, ensuring the
association of key components during maturation of
RNA–protein complexes [23].

The biogenesis of snRNAs and snoRNAs (Figure 2) can
be used as an example. Different stages of processing take
place within different nuclear sub-compartments; how-
ever, Sm-class snRNAs undergo cytoplasmic-orientated
stages before re-import back to the nucleus. By contrast,
the human Lsm-class snRNAs (U6 andU6atac snRNAs) are
transcribed by Pol III, possess a different cap and never
leave the nucleus, although they are processed and
assembled into snRNPs and multi-snRNP complexes
within different nuclear sub-compartments [22]. A certain
degree of U6 snRNA nuclear export and re-import might
occur in S. cerevisiae, but whether this process occurs in all
yeasts remains unclear [22]. Compartments such as Cajal
bodies are not only repositories for the nuclear RNP bio-
genesis. Stanek et al. [24] recently showed that mature
snRNPs travel through Cajal bodies, sometimes moving
from one Cajal body to another. Because the pool of
snRNPs in human cells consists largely of mature rather
than newly synthesized snRNPs, they suggest that the
Cajal body is used as a ‘recycling center’ to enable proper
tri-snRNP reassembly [24].

Such sub-nuclear compartment-based recycling has not
yet been characterized for snoRNPs (H/ACA and CD box).
Although the assembly of C/D box snoRNPs seems to occur
co-transcriptionally and is triggered by the general splicing
factor intron-binding protein 60 (IBP60), the mechanisms
of intra-nuclear and intra-cellular snoRNP trafficking are
not completely characterized [25]. From what is known of
their biogenesis, C/D box snoRNAs move through the
nuclear compartments in a similar way to Sm-class
snRNAs; however, they do not have a cytoplasmic stage.

Some RNA-associated proteins are involved in the
transport of RNAs around the nucleus and cytoplasm,
spanning the processes of transcription through modifi-
cation and RNP assembly to degradation; such proteins
provide important links between subsequent RNA-proces-
sing stages. One such protein is phosphorylated adaptor for
RNA export (PHAX), which facilitates snRNA transport
from the nucleus to the cytoplasm and intra-nuclear trans-
port of snoRNAs. PHAX provides an important connection
between these RNA-processing pathways while it under-
goes cycles of phosphorylation and de-phosphorylation
(Figure 2). Another important RNA-escorting macromol-
ecule is the survival of motor neuron (SMN) protein com-
plex, which is found in the nucleoplasm and in Gems [26].
The SMN complex scrutinizes cellular RNAs to ensure that
Sm cores (highly reactive RNA-binding Sm proteins) are
only assembled on proper snRNAs [27]; the SMN protein
Gemin5 can distinguish snRNAs from other cellular RNAs
to enable snRNP biogenesis [27]. The SMN complex also
participates in other biogenesis processes, including those
for hnRNPs and microRNAs (miRNAs) [26].

It is becoming increasingly clear that cellularmovement
during processing, especially across membranes, is a form
of spatial regulation that prevents inappropriate binding
interactions and enables control at many points. As a first
123



Figure 2. Network connectivity of the Sm-class snRNA and snoRNA biogenesis pathways. The complexity of the RNA infrastructure can be illustrated in this small example

of two RNP biogenesis pathways (Sm-class snRNAs and snoRNAs). Sm-class snRNAs are transcribed in the Cajal body, capped with m7G, then exported to the cytoplasm

with a dephosphorylated PHAX protein and Exportin1 (XpoI). After binding of the SMN complex and modification of the m7G cap to a trimethylguanosine (TMG) cap, the

TMG–snRNA–SMN complex is re-imported to the Cajal body and then the TMG–snRNA is modified by the scaRNA subclass of snoRNAs (at this time, the exact point of SMN

complex dissociation from the snRNA is not known). After assembly with snRNA-specific proteins, the mature snRNP moves to speckles, then on to the spliceosome for

active splicing. This splicing can then release snoRNAs or, alternatively, they can be transcribed in the nucleoplasm. The m7G-capped snoRNAs use PHAX to move to the

Cajal body where their cap is modified to TMG (a difference in location from the snRNAs). TMG-capped snoRNAs are transported to the nucleolus using XpoI where they

become mature snRNPs. Connections between the snRNA and snoRNA biogenesis pathways occur by the use of PHAX and XpoI for transport at different stages of

maturation, the scaRNA (snoRNA-subclass) modification of some snRNAs and the way in which splicing via snRNAs can release snoRNAs. This illustration shows only a

few of the many proteins involved in snoRNA and snRNA biogenesis. The actual situation will be even more complex. Colour code: red, the snRNA pathway; blue, snoRNA

pathway (starting points of each pathway are noted by lighter colours); green, proteins or protein complexes shared between pathways. The green dashed line between the

SMN complex in the cytoplasm and in the nucleolus indicates that this transport might not be direct but is simplified for this illustration. Red and blue dashed lines indicate

processing links between the pathways.
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step to exploring the generality of these processes in
eukaryotes, it will be important to study how universal
the PHAX and SMN complexes are in eukaryotes.

RNA regulation: connecting components of the RNA
infrastructure
RNA storage, degradation and regulation (including via
RNAi, riboswitches and RNA editing) are all linked to the
processes discussed in the earlier sections, but the net-
working aspects of the RNA infrastructure go beyond
transcription-to-translation processes. Regulation by anti-
sense RNAs and long ncRNAs highlight that RNA regu-
lation extends beyond single cells, to the developmental
stages of multicellular organisms (Box 1), including epige-
netics and chromatin modification. However, there is still
much to learn about the regulation of RNA by RNA in the
single-cell environment.
124
Regulation of RNA by RNA

Although best known for its role in regulating mRNA
levels, RNAi (involving miRNAs, small interfering RNAs
[siRNAs] and piwi-interacting RNAs [piRNAs]; reviewed
in Refs [28,29]), is also directly involved in other cellular
processes including chromatin-mediated gene silencing
and DNA rearrangements. Indeed, the impact of RNAi
upon total cellular regulation and its conservation
throughout eukaryotes is only now coming to light. A
recent report [30] showed that a single miRNA could
directly or indirectly downregulate the production of thou-
sands of genes. Although RNAi seems to be a general
regulatory mechanism in eukaryotes, the timing and
location of miRNA expression varies even among
vertebrates [31] owing to changes in miRNA copy number,
genomic context (either exclusively intergenic, or intronic
and intergenic) or both.



Box 1. ncRNA and multicellularity

It was once thought that small regulatory RNAs evolved ‘for’

developmental regulation of multicellular eukaryotes. However,

under a Darwinian mechanism of evolution, a new function cannot

be selected ‘to be useful’ at some unknown time in the future.

Rather, existing functions can be ‘co-opted’ or ‘recruited’ into new

roles by processes such as the duplication of existing genes

followed by the divergence of the duplicates, a Darwinian process

that is as valid for RNAs as it is for proteins.

Long ncRNAs and miRNAs are prominent in multicellular gene

regulation and a wide variety of mechanisms exist by which ncRNAs

can regulate chromatin (for a review, see Ref. [65]). One of the best

characterized mechanisms is X chromosome inactivation, in which

X-linked genes of female mammals are downregulated to maintain

expression at a comparable level with those in the male. The actual

X chromosome to be silenced is randomly selected in each cell and

this suppressed chromosome is selected through the actions of the

Xist sense ncRNA and its antisense counterpart Tsix [65].

Long ncRNAs might also have crucial roles in cell differentiation

[66]. HOX gene expression that specifies positional identity of cells

(e.g. head–tail, dorsal–ventral) is under complex epigenetic regula-

tion. Not only are many newly identified ncRNAs expressed

differentially along developmental axes of the body (in a manner

similar to HOX gene expression), but one of them, the long ncRNA

HOX antisense intergenic RNA (HOTAIR) acts in trans (in contrast to

Xist which operates in cis) to regulate chromatin [66]. Importantly,

this result demonstrates that silencing of crucial developmental

genes can also be controlled at a distance.

Recent studies have provided examples of cell-type-specific or

even cancer-specific miRNA expression patterns [67]. For example,

Dicer inactivation in mouse skin caused the development of cyst-like

structures [68], indicating the importance of miRNA regulation in the

development of these cells. A more recent study [69] of human

corneal epithelial cells showed that one corneal specific miRNA,

miR-184, can interfere with the ability of the more broadly expressed

miR-205 to maintain SH2-containing phosphoinositide 50-phospha-

tase 2 (SHIP2) expression, thereby providing an example of one

miRNA regulating another. Hence, it is clear that the networking of

RNA-mediated RNA regulation, the key concept of the RNA

infrastructure, extends beyond the classic transcription-to-transla-

tion pathways.
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In animals, double-stranded precursor ‘pri-miRNAs’ are
processed to pre-miRNAs in the nucleus by the RNase III
Drosha, before they are exported to the cytoplasm by
exportin-5 where they are processed further by Dicer
[32,33]. However, an alternative pathway was recently
identified [34] in the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster
and the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans, in which some
debranched introns (termed ‘mirtrons’) mimic the struc-
tural features of pre-miRNAs to enter the miRNA-proces-
sing pathway in the absence of Drosha-mediated cleavage.
The very fact that alternative strategies for miRNA pro-
cessing exist highlights themain point that RNA-mediated
RNA regulation is a crucial part of the RNA infrastructure.

RNase P, which has a positive effect on Pol III promoter
activity, provides another example of RNA-based tran-
scriptional regulation [35,36]. RNase P associates with
the chromatin of tRNA and 5S rRNA genes, which contain
the type-1 Pol III promoter sequences, but not with the
U6snRNA and 7SL-RNA that harbour type-3 Pol III pro-
moter sequences. Transcription of these type-1 Pol-III-
transcribed ncRNAs declines sharply in extracts depleted
of active RNase P [35]. RNase P might also participate in
the splicing-independent maturation of snoRNAs, as
recently demonstrated in yeast [37], thus linking the pro-
duction of tRNAs and rRNA.
Riboswitches (for a review, see Ref. [38]) perform yet
another class of RNA-based feedback whereby binding of a
small metabolite, such as a cofactor, alters the tertiary
structure of RNA and changes the expression of themRNA.
Although well known in prokaryotes, their role in eukar-
yotic gene regulation is only now becoming clear. Thiamine
pyrophosphate (TPP) riboswitches, which regulate (by
negative feedback) to TPP synthesis (a derivative of vita-
min B1), are present in the 50 introns of three genes from
the filamentous fungusNeurospora crassa [39]. This mech-
anism confirms results from another fungus Aspergillus
oryzae [40] and from plants [38]. In these examples, the
binding of TPP alters the availability of different splice
sites. When TPP concentration is low, the mRNA is trans-
lated correctly but, at high TPP concentration, binding
triggers the production of an alternatively spliced mRNA
that is not translated. The authors suggest that there could
be other undiscovered classes of riboswitches in eukar-
yotes, but also that other control mechanisms that affect
RNA structure, such as temperature, will probably be
uncovered [39]. Regardless of future discoveries, it is
important to note that this mode of regulation occurs at
the RNA level in the absence of additional protein factors
[39].

Several longer ncRNAs directly target transcription (for
a review, see Ref. [41]), including transcriptional co-acti-
vator for several steroid-hormone receptors (SRA), neuron-
restrictive silencer element dsRNA (NRSE), heat shock
RNA-1 (HSR1) and 7SK RNA. In particular, 7SK RNA is
transcribed by Pol III and represses Pol II transcript
elongation [41]. Another instance is in the human dihy-
drofolate reductase (DHFR) gene in which a regulatory
transcript from a minor promoter interferes with the
expression of the main transcript [42]. With the ongoing
discovery [43] of ncRNAs in an increasingly wider range of
eukaryotes, we expect that additional direct transcrip-
tional regulators will be identified.

Translational regulation by cytoplasmic RNA granules

Some mRNAs are translated immediately after nuclear
export but others can be stored in cytoplasmic RNA gran-
ules until developmental or environmental cues signal
their translation [44]. These cytoplasmic RNA granules
(for a review, see Ref. [44]) include processing bodies and
stress granules, and compartments found in germ cells
(polar and germinal granules) and neurons (neuronal
granules).

Processing bodies (P-bodies or GWbodies, named for the
presence of GW182) are cytoplasmic compartments
(Table 1) that control post-transcriptional processes, in-
cluding mRNA degradation, NMD, translational repres-
sion and RNA-mediated gene silencing (for a review, see
Ref. [45]). mRNA degradation is initiated by the dead-
enylation (shortening) of the 30 polyA-tail followed by
decapping [46]. Current research indicates that the pre-
sence of a polyA-tail affects whether mRNAs are decapped,
stored or returned to translation [46]. Stress granules are a
class of cytoplasmic RNA granule that are usually only
observed during a stress response (whereas P-bodies are
present continuously [47]). During stress conditions,
mRNAs encoding housekeeping proteins are redirected
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from ribosomes to stress granules in synchronywith stress-
induced translational arrest [47]. mRNAs within stress
granules are not degraded so they are available for rapid
re-initiation after recovery from stress [47].

We are only just beginning to unravel the mechanisms
that regulate the movement of RNA between cytoplasmic
bodies, especially between stress granules, P-bodies and
polysomes [44] and, hence, the links betweenmRNA trans-
lation and mRNA decay. Indeed, the RNA infrastructure
connects RNA processing (including ncRNA-mediated
RNA processing) beyond nuclear compartments and into
the cytoplasm.

Variation in the RNA infrastructure throughout
eukaryotes
So far, we have discussed a basic model of the RNA
infrastructure as a composite of features mostly from
research on mammals, yeasts and plants. However, we
expect to observe variations on this basic model for indi-
vidual species or lineages. For example, the SMNprotein, a
crucial component of snRNP biogenesis in humans and
fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe [48], is not found
in the budding yeast S. cerevisiae [49]. Similarly, RNase
MRP, 7SL and 7SK RNAs are transcribed by Pol III in
vertebrates but by Pol II in S. cerevisiae [50]. Differences
also exist in how processes are linked: the co-transcrip-
tional nature of splicing is less pronounced in S. cerevisiae
than in other eukaryotes [51].

Which features of the RNA infrastructure are conserved
throughout eukaryotes and how have they evolved? If we
follow the general principle that basic properties of a
mechanism found in genomes of all deep lineages of eukar-
yotes are ancestral, then we can infer that such features
were present in the last common ancestor of eukaryotes
[52–54]. Unfortunately, to accomplish this goal we have to
move away from ‘model’ organisms and study RNA proces-
sing throughout protists. However, because these are non-
model organisms, we have a long way to go.

For example, Trypanosomes, a distant group of excavate
protists, predominantly use trans-splicing, a process in
which a polycistronic transcript is cleaved into mRNAs
and activated by the addition of a spliced leader SL-RNA
[55]. Thus, in comparison to ‘higher’ eukaryotes, these
organisms display some differences in their basic RNA
infrastructure (i.e. pre-mRNA transcription is uncoupled
from trans-splicing and is not linked to capping) [56]. SL-
RNA transcription also occurs in a restricted region next to
the nucleolus, separated from most of the pre-mRNA tran-
scription [56]. However, splicing factors are found not only
in trypanosome ‘speckles’, which seem similar to those in
metazoa [57] but also in the cytoplasm, in which SL-RNP
assembly occurs [55]. Similarly to metazoa, trypanosome
Sm-proteins bind snRNAs and the SL-RNA. Likewise, U4
and U5 snRNAs shuttle from the nucleus to the cytoplasm.
In another variation, the SMN gene has not been identified
in any of the trypanosome genome projects [55] and the
trypanosome SMN-binding homologous proteins do not
contain SMN-binding sites [55]. By contrast, the trypano-
some PHAX protein has been identified and it might have
the same role in RNA transport as observed in metazoa
[55]. It remains unclear whether trans- and cis-splicing
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require different types of spliceosomes. A preliminary
finding of a single set of snRNPs in trypanosomes that
might perform both trans- and cis-splicing, along with the
presence of splicing factors that are shared by both splicing
reactions, indicates that the same machinery might per-
form both types of splicing [58]. Although the splicing
mechanism and the proteins responsible exhibit some
differences, it seems that the general RNA infrastructure
found in metazoa is also present in trypanosomes.

Trypanosomes do not represent all excavates and,
indeed, the flagellate diplomonad Giardia lamblia is unu-
sual in that it does not contain visible nucleoli, although
homologs of nucleolar proteins are present [59]. The exact
localization of RNA processing in this species is not yet
clear, but the standard enzymes are present and, therefore,
it is predicted that the fundamental nucleolar processes
also occur (e.g. the rRNA genes display the same organiz-
ation, and the basic splicing apparatus is present [59]).
Although only a small section of Giardia RNA biology is
characterized [53,60], ongoing work continues to reveal
additional details about this parasitic protist [61].

The impact of RNA-based processing on the evolution of
multicellularity is of particular interest (Box 1). miRNAs
characterized from the single-celled alga Chlamydomonas
reinhardtii are similar to those found in higher plants [62],
indicating that RNAi, once thought to be primarily associ-
ated with multicellularity and developmental regulation,
is likely to have been a feature of single-celled eukaryotes
before the advent of multicellularity. Thus, variations on
the basic RNA infrastructure merit additional attention;
hopefully, such research will increase the focus on key
aspects of the infrastructure that are ancestral to modern
eukaryotes, and will help to distinguish the variations
present along different lineages.

Concluding remarks
RNA-based reactions are highly concentrated in RNA
processing and regulation; they definitely are not ran-
domly spread throughout the standard categories of
metabolism. Although often investigated individually,
RNA processing is strongly inter-connected (Figure 1),
especially in the way components move throughout the
cell during RNA processing and maturation (Figure 2).
This review focuses on intra-cellular processes, but
ncRNA-mediated signalling pathways in important extra-
cellular and developmental processes are increasingly
being recognized [1,63], and the networking aspect of
the RNA infrastructure easily encompasses these emer-
ging functions.

Cellular localization studies of both RNA and proteins
are crucial for understanding the integration of the RNA
infrastructure. These interactions form an ‘underworld’
network of the cell in which RNA can be viewed as the
‘dark matter’ [64] that links many basic cellular func-
tions. Detailed analyses of individual RNA-processing
machineries (including how RNA-based regulation can
affect transcription) are crucial, but a mechanistic view
of how RNA moves within the cell during each process is
also needed. This information will enable researchers to
move to a more integrated view of eukaryote cellular
biology.
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From an evolutionary point of view, it is important to
explore the consequences of component sharing between
different RNA-processing machineries. Some character-
istics might relate to the adaptive cellular response to
environmental conditions (e.g. the storage of heat-shock
mRNAs in cytoplasmic RNA stress granules). Other lin-
kages could be more ancient, reflecting the ancestral con-
dition of the eukaryotic cell. Many researchers
understandably focus on the mammalian, plant or fungal
RNA infrastructure. However, in the long run, an under-
standing of the ancestral eukaryotic RNA-processing
machineries and the specific modifications, losses and
innovations in different lineages will address many unan-
swered questions. Such an understanding will be possible
soon; new research continues to uncover the basic under-
lying biology of the ancestral eukaryotic cell [52] and
ancestral eukaryotic RNA-processing machineries [53].
Detailed investigations of individual species and general
integrative studies are needed to achieve this goal. Geno-
mic sequencing of additional protists and other free-living
unicellular eukaryotes should also be performed as a
foundation to such studies.

It is not yet possible to determine if the RNA infrastruc-
ture is as dense a network as other biochemical pathways
or transcriptional networks; current efforts still only touch
the tip of the proverbial iceberg in uncovering the full
extent of RNA biology present in eukaryotes [43]. The
differences already observed in RNA infrastructure among
eukaryotes indicate that it is dynamic and evolving and
certainly not a fixed product of an ancient RNA world.
Before an understanding of the origin of the eukaryotic
nucleus can be achieved, it will be important to investigate
RNA infrastructure in greater detail to catch sight of the
additional surprises that await us from the ‘dark matter’ of
the eukaryotic cell.
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